
Every time the topic of social media is mentioned at a directors  
gathering, there is a detectable rolling of eyes, with the odd smile  
as images of Paris Hilton drifts through some minds, before the  
topic is dismissed again as an annoying teenage fad and a lot of  
irritating noise. 

The myths around Twitter and Facebook cause too many people  
to write off social media as mere noise, when in fact it represents  
a strong signal of change that directors ignore at their peril.

There are at least 3 compelling reasons why all directors will get  
value from the time spent getting to grips with social media. 

First, social media is just a medium for connection and conversation.  
It is the technological platform providing a voice for social business 
and exceptional customer experience.

“Social business” refers to the growth in brand and in consumers 
wanting to connect and build relationships with brands, and with  
likeminded people.“Exceptional Customer Experience” is delivered  
by those businesses that understand the social business phenom-
enon. These businesses have rebuilt their internal infrastructure, both 
cultural and technological; to deliver the experiences consumers are 
looking for.  

If the only time social media has appeared on a board agenda or in  
board discussions is in the context of a social media policy, with the 
impact of social business ignored or underestimated, how can  
Directors effectively discuss and approve business strategy, business 
growth and future survival?

Second, governance organisations across the globe are looking at the 
Board’s role in ensuring consumers and stakeholders trust companies 
again, after a torrent of failures, frauds and losses. However, how can 
a Board in New Zealand fulfil that role in setting ethical standards of 
business and maintaining or establishing a reputation of trust for the  
organisation, if it is divorced from the trust/distrust conversation  
happening externally amongst consumers and stakeholders through 
social media. 
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“To keep pace with today’s   
connected customers, your  

company must become a  
connected company.”

- Dave Gray

“You are a leading company, but you 
are also leading a social network.”

- Dave Gray
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If people now buy the “why” of the business and not the “what” as the 
basis of their decision on who to trust, then the social space is where 
the authenticity of the why is tested, won and lost.

Third, social business requires a redesign of IT infrastructure and in 
most cases the organisational culture. To succeed in delivering  
outstanding customer experiences, organisations must first deliver 
excellent employee experiences. Social media has the power to  
expose the gap between executive rhetoric around culture and the 
reality experienced by the customer. 

In discussing his new book, “The Connected Company”, Dave Gray 
says  “To keep pace with today’s connected customers, your company 
must become a connected company.  That means deeply engaging 
with workers, partners, and customers, changing how work is done, 
how you measure success, and how performance is rewarded.  It  
requires a new way of thinking about your company: less like a  
machine to be controlled, and more like a complex, dynamic system 
that can learn and adapt over time.”

Even a business like Oracle Corporation, which focuses on delivering 
complex integrated, enterprise software and hardware systems, has 
this year spent billions of dollars acquiring social media platform and  
analytics businesses to bolt onto and interface with its existing data  
products.  They have recognised that they need to help their custom-
ers manage and make sense of all the data, the messages and the 
relationships, which are now flowing freely between business and  
customers.  If a business like Oracle, which has for so many years  
functioned in the traditional enterprise IT world can see the imperative, 
maybe we need to as well.

Now is the time for our Boards to take social media seriously. Social is 
causing the greatest shift in business and strategy since the arrival of  
the computer.

Moving from a “tell” mode into a “listening” mode can be intimidating 
but companies and Boards who have made the transition and who are 
using social media to listen and identify signals, as opposed to  
ignoring the noise, are the better for it.  The first simple step is to go 
into the relevant social media platforms, observe and listen.  The old  
adage: “We each have two ears and one mouth. We must therefore 
be meant to listen twice as much as we are meant to speak.”, has 
never been so true.
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“If people now buy the why of the 
business and not the what, as the 
basis of their decision on who to 

trust, then the social space is where 
the authenticity of the why is tested, 

won and lost.” - Jennie Vickers
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